heaven). The life depended on the heaven's will (Barthold, 1897: 10) .
Heaven and Earth are opposed to each other and symbolize good and evil, purity (heaven) and sinfulness (earth) (Bavdinov, 2007: 28-29) .
In mythology Heaven symbolizes male being, while Earth stands for female. The Mongolic tribes addressed Heaven as "Father" and Earth as "Mother" (Shojsorova, 2006: 11) . Buldjar is the land of seven seas (Varlamova, 2004: 20-22 ).
The Earth -Sivir is mentioned in the epic and poetry of the Evenk: "Sivir is the mane of our Earth, the middle, green world" (Varlamov, 2013) . 
Serge as the Model of the Universe
Serge is a pillar for horse tethering. In the Sakha culture it represents a part of the shaman tradition and performs a ritual function. It is erected during celebrations, weddings, and summer holyday Yhyakh.
In the Evenk culture this ritual object symbolizes the world structure: it has three parts: the upper dome-shaped ledge stands for the upper world, the disc-shaped ledge for the middle world and the rounded ledge for the lower world (Bereltueva, 2013: 216) . A sacred reindeer Jutchen-Manchu (Jurchenic), Udeghe-Oroch (Orochic), Nanaj-Ulcha-Orok (Nanaic), and
Ewenki-Ewen (Ewenic) (Janhunen, 2013: 34) .
In In phonetics:
• the sounds g, h, p never occur in the beginning of a word;
• the pharyngal h is not registered in Old
Turkic written records, but appeared later;
• the impact of the Evenk intonation on some dialects of the Sakha, partial loss of vowel and diphthong length, the substitution of the front lingual ү by back lingual у, uvula h by back lingual k, uvula γ by back lingual g, the loss of assimilation of consonant sounds.
In morphology:
• the borrowing of the affix -chaan from Evenki;
• the borrowing of the affix -ndja, -ndaa for designation of bigness (Romanova, 1975) .
In vocabulary:
• the borrowing of the words denoting landscape, flora and fauna, clothing, reindeer breeding, dwelling.
A Polish scholar S. Kaluzhinsky relying on the lexicographical data of the Evenk and Sakha languages (Pekarskij, 1958; Afanasiev, 1976; Romanova, 1975) counted 400 words of Tungusic origin in the Sakha language. He also brings a list of words which were not registered in the studied data: akaary for studid, baatyly/ bootulu for hedge on pickets, burgunas for a three-year-old cow, icheen for a visionist, kehii for a present, mutukcha for a pine needle, nokhto for heart cords, sepereek for a bush, sibien for a spirit, tyῃa for lungs, turaan for silence, uuchakh The sky God, the Creator of the Middle
World ajyy is called "Yurung Aar Toyon" in the Sakha language and "Seveki" in the Evenk language. The Sakha call the middle world "ajyy land", and people "ajyy ajmaga". The Evenk call the inhabitants of all the three levels "aji".
According to the Evenk epic the devils-enemies inhabit the lower world only. In the Sakha epic the evil spirits can be found in all three worlds.
One can see that ancient nomads -ancestors of the Sakha and Evenk interacted greatly which resulted in common conceptual space.
